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E D I T O R I A L
It has been a hectic time for me since the last magazine. What with
a trip to South Australia which I enjoyed immensely (despite a DNF in
one event), and which proved a point to my satisfaction (even if not to
the selectors), the calculation of points for the last two OY competitions for the year and the controlling of the Auckland Relays, this
month's magazine has fallen a bit behind schedule.
My thanks go to the many people who contributed reports on the Australian trip. I had so much, in fact, that I decided to hold some back to
print in November.
Until then, best of luck in the Championship events coming up.
Keith Stone
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C O M I N G

E V E N T S

O C T O B E R
12 SA
Port Waikato: Auckland Individual Championships. Entries closed
but wayfarer and novice courses available for on-the-day entry.
19 C
Long distance street and reserves event. Details on page 4.
19 T
Taupo: CDOA OY7 on Opepe West map, used for day 2 at Easter.
Follow SH5 13km towards Napier and turn right at O-sign. Start
times 11.00am - 1.00pm.
25 C
Woodhill: New Zealand Individual Championships. Entries closed
but late entries accepted at double fee. Details were in August
magazine.
26 SA
Woodhill: New Zealand Relay Championships. Entries closed but
late entries may be accepted. Details in September magazine.
27 NW
Woodhill: New Zealand Score Event Championships. Entries closed
but late ones may be accepted at double fee. Details in August
magazine.
30 NW
Auckland Primary School Championships. Entries via schools.
N O V E M B E R
2 SA Waharau: Closing Day. Family, fun relay and social day. Details
on page 5.
2 H
Hamilton: Long-O event on Pukekura map used for day-4 of the NZ
7-day event. Further details on page 22.
9 NW
Riverhead: Recreation event.
15 W
Wanganui: Wellington Relay Championships in Lismore Forest.
Details on page 21.
16 W
Foxton: Wellington Individual Championships on Waitarere North
map used for 1985 New Zealand Championships. Details on page 20.
22/23
PAPO South Island Championships. No details received.
23 C
Totara Park: Recreation event.
D E C E M B E R
13/14
Waiouru: Mountain marathon. No details received.

C L O S I N G
D A T E S
F O R
E N T R I E S
Sept 29 New Zealand Championships
Entries to : Leon McGivern, 46 Hope Farm Rd, Pakuranga
Sept 29

New Zealand Relay Championships
Entries to : John Robinson, P O Box 575, Pukekohe

Oct

1

New Zealand Score Event Championships
Entries to : N.W.O.C., P O Box 36059, Northcote, Auckland 9

Oct

18

Wellington Relay Championships
Entries to : Jenny Teahan, 15 Coronation St, Fielding.

Oct

29

Wellington Individual Championships
Entries to : Ken Glew, 12 Bloomsbury Grove, Wellington 4
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LONG STREET AND RESERVE EVENT
DATE :

19 October

VENUE :

Start and finish at Three Kings Reserve
car park area, just before Three Kings
and Mt Albert road traffic lights

START TIMES :

9.30am to 12 noon

COURSES :

4 courses

SWIM :

Tony Nicholls has arranged for the use of
the local school tepid pool from 12.00 noon
so bring your swimming gear

N O R T H

17.5km
11.0km
- 6.36km
- 3.63km
Distances are measured on optimum route.

W E S T

-

N E W S

*

Welcome new members, Heather Korach
and Joy van der Poel.

*

Keep Tuesday 11 November free for our club dinner and prizegiving to
be held at Windsor Park Hotel, Mairangi Bay again. (Remember the
good time we had there last year). Prices are $17.60 adult, $12.00
college and intermediate children, $9.00 primary children. Ring
Lorri O'Brien phone 415-8932 before 31 October for bookings. All
trophies should be returned (polished and engraved with last year's
winner's name) to Bruce Henderson, as soon as possible. Did you
remember our Club Champs for this year were held in conjunction with
OY9 on 28 September?

*

The club annual general meeting will be held in conjunction with a
club camp at Shakespear Reserve over the weekend 29/30 November.
There will be fun events and training exercises, with full details
in next month's magazine.

WHO OWNS THE FERRARI?
So, how did you get on?
Did you sort out the drivers from the clues provided?
Here are my answers; I doubt if there is another correct combination
but if you have one, please let me know.
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W H O

O W N S

NATIONALITY
COLOUR
MAKE
ATTIRE
FAULT
INFRINGEMENT

BRAND OF TYRE

T H E F E R R A R I

1
French
Green
Morris
Gloves
Radio
Driving
through
red light
Michelin

MIXED SEX

2
Italian
Blue
Nissan
Cap
Window
Winder
Speeding

3
American
Red
Ford
Goggles
Oil
Light
Holding up
traffic

4
British
Yellow
Citroen
Shoes
Windscreen
Wipers
Driving on
wrong side

Firestone

Pirelli

Dunlop

PAIRS

1986

(Continued)
5
Japanese
Purple
Ferrari
Scarf
Brakes
Failing
to
indicate
Bridgestone

RELAY

CLOSING

DAY

DATE :

2 November

VENUE :

Waharau, Auckland Regional Authority Park on the
Firth of Thames, 9km north of Kaiaua on coast road.

TIME :

Assemble at 10.30am to be ready to start at 11.00am.

CHOOSE YOUR OWN PARTNER OR WE CAN PAIR YOU UP ON THE DAY
Open to all orienteers. This is an S.A.O.C. Presidential Cone race.
Barbecue facilities available at the site, B.Y.O.
Miranda Hot Pools nearby for a soak and a swim.
Come along for a good fun, social day to wind up the year.

1986
Auckland
Champs
???
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SOUTH

AUCKLAND

NEWS

*

STOP PRESS
Change of plans:
The October club meeting will now be held at the Aspin residence,
Hatton Road, Awhitu. Most of the time will be spent listening to
Wayne and Tricia's recent overseas experiences. All welcome.
Date Monday 6 October. Time 7.30pm.

*

Annual General Meeting:
Come and meet the new Club President!!
Monday 3 November
7.30pm
Paerata School, Pukekohe
(same place as last year)
Please bring
about 9.30pm.

a plate as some of those attending get a mite peckish

*

Big Cone Dept: (as approved by judges Unni Lewis and Phyl Snedden)
To the Boswell boys, Rolf and Aidan Firstly for their help at the Redoubt event and then for their manning of the Finish at the Taurangaruru OY. Who needs adults when we
have juniors like these fellows? The weasel says, "Well done, and
keep up the good work!"

*

Relay co-ordinators Sally Pilbrow and Bev Shuker are exceedingly
chuffed at the response of SA members for the Auckland and National
Relay Champs. They tell me that 13 teams have been compiled.
Dark horses for the Auckland Relays have to be the team called the
Rum Runners - watch out for them.

*

Bereavement section:
By now the departure to Tauranga of Colin Hope will be known by all
and suitably celebrated at the Snedden residence after the Taurangaruru OY. It's a sad day to lose a member, but to lose a very capable cartographer and course-setter is real, bad news.
The club wishes you, Colin, the very best for the future and hope
you have enjoyed your stay with us.

*

Good to see that Jeanine Browne and Rob Garden succeeded with the
course finishing times at the Taurangaruru OY. It sure is a pleasant
area with most of the lupins gone, and made even better by not
having to spend extra time getting round the course because they got
it too long.

*

Finally, the venues for next year's events have been selected and in
the near future the committee tells me that the positions of Setter,
Vetter and Co-ordinator will be attached to them. If you wish to get
in first before the allocation is done, contact Geoff Pilbrow, phone
298-5504 with any preferences. There are ten Recreational events,
two OY's, one Auckland Relays and one Primary School Champs to be
catered for.
S.A. Weasel
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TALES OF

ROBBIE'S

MERRY

MEN

A large contingent of New Zealand orienteers travelled to South
Australia last month to compete in a series of events including the
South Australian Championships and Australian Championships, a badge
event and two relays (inter-state and club). The annual Challenge
between Australia and New Zealand was incorporated with the Australian
Champs and the Inter-state Relays. We travelled in several different
ways, some by bus, some by campervan and some by car, and although we
met up at events we stayed at different locations on route.
Your editor was in a group organised by John Robinson, and the following short notes are a collection of some of the experiences of
Robbie's Merry Men and Women which consisted of a fluctuating number of
people travelling together in five campervans of varying sizes.
Friday 29 August: Direct flight from Auckland to Adelaide. Terry
Nuthall and John Robinson showed an extraordinary talent at obtaining
wine from the stewardesses - a foretaste of things to come later in the
trip. Picked up campervans and drove north through many small towns to
Nuriootpa in the Barossa Valley; stayed at Caravan Park. Heavy rain and
hail during the night.
Saturday 30 August; Cold in morning but fine day. Warm-up event in
wild-life reserve Para Wirra - low-key do-it-yourself event with lots of
kangaroos in the bush. O-shop did good business selling shoes to NZ'ers
and tomato soup to everyone. Visited some local wineries to sample
their wares and thus began a regular after-event activity. Do you know
how many wineries there are in the Barossa valley?
Sunday 31 August: Rained again last night and on
event this morning but then cleared up.

the way to

the

EVENT REPORT - V I X E N G U L L Y - SOUTH AUSTRALIAN CHAMPS
Today's event was our first test of the trip, the South Australian
Championships. A chance to stretch out the legs and come to grips with
Australian orienteering. The recent heavy rain caused problems for the
organisers as the area that was to be used for parking became too muddy
to use.
At first glance the area looked great
(tall pines grassed underneath) but we soon learned that this was just a narrow strip that ran
north/south on the map and most of the rest of the vegetation was
scrubby bush growing on hard, rocky ground. The terrain was typically
Australian spur/gully, lots of ups and downs and steep in places. The
bushy undergrowth made for slowish running - 80% of the map was pale
green - but there were a lot of tracks which could be used to advantage
at times.
I did not have too many problems, although I found it hard to get
through the bush at times - it was a matter of counting the gullies as
you crossed them and using the tracks when you could, so I had quite a
good run.
During the event John Gregory nearly stood on an emu's egg by one of
the controls. He spent the rest of the course looking over his shoulder
to see if the emu was chasing him!
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Times were very slow in being displayed, which was typical of all
the events, and as we had other things to do we did not wait to find out
all the times. For this reason I did not record times or placings at any
of the events.
Apart from the delays in results the organisation was very good and
the range of food available was excellent.
Keith Stone
Visited Chateau Yaldara winery (among others) after the event.
Beautiful, old, stone buildings and old tawny port to match.
That evening, Val Robinson was about to serve up some mince for
dinner in their van when she noticed that the packet was marked "For pet
consumption only"!!
Meanwhile the four of us from our van had walked to the other end of
Nuriootpa to shout ourselves a meal at the local hotel. When we returned
we found our van had been got at by persons unknown; all the bags and
squabs had been squashed into the cab of the van leaving the rest of the
van stripped. Perhaps the port had been too strong for some!
Monday 1 September: Early start today on long drive north to Wilpena
in the Flinders Ranges. Before we drove off though, someone noticed
that our water tank was hanging down from the back of the van; a bracket
had broken. Our resident engineer diagnosed the problem and the remedy
was to tie it up with some wire bought from the local garage.
The road north passed through the Clare Valley, another notable wine
producing area, so a detour to visit a small, local winery was necessary
to compare his wines. Terry came away with a carton to hold his growing
collection of bottles.
Picnicked in the sun at Laura. Arrived at Rawnsley Caravan Park at
foot of Wilpena Pound 430km later, after inspecting aboriginal drawings
in caves at Yourambulla.
Tuesday 2 September: Saw orange sun come up over the ranges. Badge
event today.
EVENT REPORT - W I L P E N A
C R E E K - BADGE EVENT
It was worth the days drive from the Barossa Valley up to the
Flinders Ranges. Once through the Clare Valley (after more wine tasting)
the country soon took on the look that one expected of the Australian
outback. The town of Hawker could well have been Alice Springs (another
900km north) as far as I was concerned - a real experience.
Wilpena Pound, 60km north of Hawker, is a remarkable feature in the
physical geography of South Australia. It is a large, irregular, oval
basin with precipitous, rocky hills rising a thousand feet or more above
the surrounding countryside, a vast amphitheatre twenty miles in circumference, an immense natural fortress.
Wilpena Creek is north-east of the Pound and the mapped area was
covered with native pines with red and purple shale forming smooth outcrops. It had a high kangaroo fence running the full map east/west and
another part of the map north/south which was difficult to climb over,
but the holes that kangaroos had made in it were marked on the map,
making crossing a little more easier.
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The general talk before the event was of a very difficult map with
great care needed. I had six stream/stream-ends in my eight controls
over 6.5km - they were all dry, but the week before had been flowing in
heavy rain. Keeping in contact with the map was essential as re-location
was extremely difficult. By taking it relatively slowly over the first
2/3 controls and getting into the map (it didn't prove to be as difficult as rumour had it) I managed to stay in contact and have a good run.
The finish was at the top of an old, disused quarry with the results,
event organisation etc in the quarry - it was quite spectacular.
It was one of the most interesting maps I have run on and well worth
the long trip north to experience, even if the kangaroos did have right
of way.
Maurice Penney
After the event Terry Nuthall spread his O-clothes out to dry on the
ground behind the van. Meanwhile Judy had been washing some dishes in
the sink and pulled out the plug, which sent all the greasy water cascading down the waste pipe and all over Terry's favourite t-shirt.
Drove into the Wilpena Pound parking area and walked 4km through the
Gap and up to the lookout. Great views over the Pound.
When we arrived back at Rawnsley Park, the camp manager gave us an
urgent message for Maurice to call the international telephone service.
Maurice had made a telephone call to NZ from Hawker the previous day and
the Post Office had evidently overcharged him $1.40 and could not
balance their books until it was refunded to him!
Celebrated good runs by Terry and Maurice by having a bottle of
award-winning black label Wolf Blass claret with our sausages/bologna.
Wednesday 3 September: Rest day! A group of us hiked across country
towards the rim of Wilpena Pound. Terry (yodeller) Nuthall and I walked
on further and climbed up rocks to the foot of the pound wall. Could
have climbed right to the top but did not have enough time. Have to
drive south again.
Stopped for lunch in Peterborough and saw a sign proclaiming the
town the "Gateway to the North". It was well named - we saw many other
campervans driving up and down through the town trying to find their way
south but there were no signposts except the one pointing north!
Countryside very flat and featureless, dirty red/brown sheep, large
bird's nests on telegraph poles.
Arrived in Burra, an old copper mining town, and camped alongside
river in a caravan park. Gradually all the other vans arrived and we
all met in a small, local hotel for an Aussie beer.
Thursday 4 September: Travelled to Inter-state Relays with the
Hatwells and heard about the time Stephanie had filled up their campervan at a service-station and was just starting to drive out when she
heard the awful sound of crunching metal. Steph went white thinking she
had hit the top of the van into the service-station canopy, until she
realised her two daughters (Nicola and Leigh), in the back, had squashed
two empty drink cans at just the right moment!
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EVENT REPORT - W O R L D ' S
E N D - CHALLENGE RELAYS
From Wilpena we came south about 200km to Burra, a neat, old mining
town beside a surprisingly big creek. Some 20km to the east the next day
(Thursday) was held the Aust-NZ Challenge Relays, in a dramatic settings
from the car-parking on the top of a broad ridge, we looked eastward to
a horizon about 50km away across utterly flat country, but in the foreground the relay territory comprised a gently rolling area covered in
bushy gum trees. Closer inspection revealed well defined spur and gully
terrain with good visibility and very fast going. So this was "World's
End"!
About 200 teams took part: first runners assembled in the "graveyard", a grid of poles about 1 metre high each carrying the 3 maps for
each team; at 10.00am a tidal O-wave swept into the forest in a cloud of
dust and the spectators settled back to wait, although not for long. All
but the very junior courses were of figure 8 layout, so that the runners
came past the assembly area about halfway through their run, maintaining
a sense of excitement throughout the event.
The forest was strewn with controls: in many cases there were two
or more controls within a few metres of each other, in adjacent deep
gullies quite invisible from each other, the map was excellent and the
terrain ideal for relay courses.
The mood of relay events tends to be essentially light-hearted but
this does not detract from the spirit of competition. We had hoped to
claim four or five victories (out of 15) against Oz, but were able to
gain but one, that of the W50's team. Sadly, other potential triumphs
were forfeited due to series of errors involving wrong maps and misclips; these misdemeanours plus a number of minor injuries due mainly to
the hard, rough ground, cast a pall over what was otherwise a perfect
O-relay event.
John Fettes
Before we left the event Steph decided to tidy up her van, swung a
table round and broke the glass ceiling light cover, showering glass
everywhere - ask Mavis to show you her scars.
Apart from the W50 team of Judy Martin, Bev Laurent and Hilary Weeks
we had a win in the W55 grade as well, though this was not part of the
Challenge. Mavis Hatwell and Doreen Oldfield made up a team with a lady
from Western Australia and beat their opposition by 20 minutes or more.
However they were not awarded badges because their team was "mixed"!
We were all pleased to return to Nuriootpa, and that night the whole
party went out together for dinner to the "Barossa Junction" restaurant
in restored, old railway carriages. When we came out to go home, we
found our right, rear tyre flat. Have you ever seen 19 people trying to
change a tyre?
Friday 5 September: Some of us went to the warm-up event at Blood
and Thunder Gully today, and after the event visited the "Whispering
Wall". This is a curved dam built in 1902 at which a person can stand at
one end, and hear someone talking normally at the other end. Three more
controls in the Barossa Valley Vineyard "O" were also visited.
The rest of the group decided to take a break and have a look at
Adelaide. We returned to the camp laden down with the results of our
shopping, and a parking ticket.

To be c o n t i n u e d . .
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S T O R Y

F R O M

O Z

Spinnifex, kangaroos, ant hills, broken branches and long, long
pre-start walks, not to mention post run walks uphill, constituted the
sum of our first run at Adelaide Hills.
But what a change when we left the cold, showery hail and took off
to Flinders Ranges. Amazing colour, from the green of wheat fields to the
deep blue, purple and reds of the six hundred million-year-old rocks.
Broken down cottages and old churches sitting forlorn and forgotten,
made one think how cruel life had been to the original settlers.
No crueler than it was to us running on that flinty ground the next
day - turned ankles, spiked eyes instead of controls, great erosion
channels dividing and sub-dividing into numerous traps for the unwary Y-shaped water-courses that one could fit into one's map with no trouble
at all, no wonder poor old Sturt suffered privations finding Northern
Territory. I took 45 minutes to find my first control - and why does
everyone else look as if it's a piece of cake - set face - finger and
eye on map - one wonders why so many of us stray from the straight and
narrow in real life.
Yet that night we all managed to drown our sorrows with Barossa
wine stored for that very purpose since Sunday.
Relays! Dare I mention the word? Yet what a beautiful setting.
Families carried bags, food and chairs - can you believe it - 500m to a
shady spot on a sparsely wooded gum lot. Fast running, too fast for
some, but tricky, oh yeah! Only the Oz can make every control send us up
a creek. Seeing the Oz won "handsomely" we again returned to wash that
red dust out of our hair and rinse our tonsils with Orlando's.
Today I sit in the warm-up event area, having got wet through doing
a model course - no pain, no strain, I wonder what tomorrow holds, who
cares?
We all became very fond of Nuriootpa township and the van got to
know it's way through the Barossa Valley, like a horse stopping at convenient wineries on the way. Turn right at Williamstown, turn left at
Williamstown, good beer at Williamstown pub!
The grande internationale was a world beater of a course - muddy and
spongy underfoot, cold waiting, and up a hill to start. Up and over a
bluff with five thousand boulders, crags and cliffs - all two metres or
more high. Which one mine?
Absolute concentration needed and expert compass-bearing, needlesharp eyes, not to mention blue on the map that looked brown to my aging
eyesight - what rivers? Still not too bad up to no.7 - but with six to
go found concentration starts to give. A long leg - mistake river for
track and go too far to the right. Ah! a boulder, yuk, not mine. Another
and another, how many boulders did the original earth tremours throw up
here? After much hashing and squishing, actually fell over a sort of
stream and paddled up to, yes you guessed it, the boulder. Some meanminded Aussie managed to tuck all the controls in clefts, circumnavigation needed here to spot control. Quick pace count to no.9, overshot,
back, and five more minutes wasted lining up all the features. Still,
there it was; the flag had flagged and lay neatly on the ground. Open
country at last - but old legs giving out now. A great final dash to a
sneaky ditch re-entrant - whoops, nearly bypassed it in hurry to tape.
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Recovered next day to enter relays - why I ever try I do not know.
Should gracefully retire and hold the jerseys. That's what mothers are
really good at. Years and years of practice at netball, soccer and
ballet makes me the World's Greatest Clothes Horse. Instead I got conned
into leaping over heaps of pine branches, panicking at water-holes
because knolls were marked as log piles - or vice versa. Who didn't read
the instructions?
After that, plain sailing, or to put it more concisely, plain, hard
slog over mountainous piles of slippery offcuts, and at no.6 about 20
metres from control - not too bad for my direction-finding - dashed into
shallow re-entrant, sighted orange (who would make this up?). It was an
old, red, plastic bucket and white polystyrene - a plant I bet! Regain
composure and through yet more undergrowth and 7, 8, 9 loom up like lanterns on a stormy night, flicking their little "please clip me" messages. A long uphill home, what sadist figures that out?
That's J150 over and now for a pleasant holiday in Strathalbyn.
Maybe one day I'll get my act together - the only near perfect run and
the Aussies ruled us out of court as we had a West Australian in our
relay team. Hard cheese.
W100

NEW

ZEALAND

TEAM

PHOTOGRAPH

These are available from Don Fraser, 24 Kupe Place, Tokoroa, at a
cost of $2.50 for a 5 x 7 print.
(This includes postage). Extra copies
are $2.00 each. Order direct from Don and include payment
with order.
Please order before the end of October.

A P O C

1 9 8 8

T A S M A N I A

I have a limited number
of entry
forms for this
contact me at P O Box 415, Papakura (Phone 298-9073).

event.

Please

Jill Dalton

AOA

ANNUAL

GENERAL

MEETING

Just a reminder of the Annual General Meeting of the Auckland Orienteering Association Inc.
It is on Tuesday 11 November 1986, at Kings College, commencing at
8.00pm.
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B L I N M A N

B Y

B U S

Once upon a time after an orienteering event in the Adelaide Hills,
(the South Australian Champs), 41 intrepid voyagers set out on a journey
to Blinman, Flinders Ranges. The bus was big and the journey long, the
bus driver paranoid and the scenery hard to find. Sure enough, it was
dark. Up hill and down dry creek bed to Hawker where five masculine
orienteers disembarked from the bus and disappeared into a tin shed,
never to be seen in sane mind again. (Their home for the next three days
was with a mass of crazy Australian orienteers!).
The journey continued into the night and lo and behold, 9 1/2 hours
after departure, our destination was reached. Blinman Hotel - 1.30am outback Australia - a few on the floor and a few in the beds.
The sun doth shine bright and early, a quick breakfast, a bit of
dirty washing and a tour of Blinman, all of thirty seconds walking from
one end to the other. Then back to thy bus and our driver (though one
could hardly call him a driver, perhaps a drover?). Normally a half hour
by car, we reached Wilpena Pound 1 1/4 hours later. A quick dash around
for most, some had more foresight and took a scenic flight over the
Pound and the area of the next day's event. Wilpena Pound is a large
geological escarpment
in the shape of a 12 mile x 8 mile spoon. It is
the greatest single feature in the Flinders Ranges.
On return to Blinman it was dinner and bed for most, and this time
everyone had beds.
The next day dawned clear and cold (not for long, it was soon clear
and hot!). Back to Wilpena for the Badge event. Fast, open and hot, not
everyone's ideal conditions for orienteering, but as usual it had the
Australians up on their toes ready to go, with the New Zealanders wishing they were back in Blinman with a long, cold beer. Compared with a
lot of Australian bush, this area called Wilpena Creek was very open; no
big, prickly plants common to the areas we had been running in. In fact,
they were present en masse at most of our events.
Another day, another event, our Aussie holiday was fast disappearing. Back to Blinman, our last night in Nowhere City. With no event the
next day, little excuse was needed for the raucous behaviour of certain
members on the bus tour. A neat combination of cards and some type of
intoxicating liquid showed it's toll the next morning. Some young New
Zealanders were sitting quietly in a corner when three fair-dinkum
Aussies crept up behind them and were soon heard to be embarking on
their life stories, like a true blue Aussie should. How long did it take
to get rid of them, Jan? While in another part of Blinman,
(is there
another part of Blinman?), six even younger New Zealanders lost their
torch up a dark hill and were scared witless by four Australian ghosts!
It has been heard that one of these ghosts was a New Zealander! What did
happen to your torch Penny C? Still later into the evening and an Australian and a New Zealander were seen skulling champagne in a previously
deserted lounge bar. And I do believe that was another Clendon!
Our adventure in Blinman was over. The next morning we headed back
south towards the Barossa Valley and civilisation.
Anon
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NZOF News
25 August,1986.
N.Z.O.F. FIXTURES CONVENOR
With the retirement of Elaine Brighouse (Taupo) from this position
the Management Committee is pleased to confirm the appointment
of Ted van Geldermalsen (Hutt Valley) as Fixtures Convenor.
Ted's address is 207 Dowse Drive, Lower Hutt for those wanting
to contact him.
I am sure you all join me in thanking Elaine for her efforts
over the past few years. We all know what a frustrating job this
can be but are most grateful for the way she handled her responsibilities.
Thanks Elaine and happy "retirement".
AMPRO SALES LTD
It is pleasing to announce that Ampro Sales Ltd., Wellington have
agreed to continue with their support of our sport through mapping
sponsorship and provision of compasses. Ampro are of course
sole New Zealand distributors of all Silva products and have
recently taken over "Nor" compasses as well.
The compass award consists of a box of 16 (3NL) compasses which
are awarded to the Club with the highest annual increase in membership. The mapping sponsorship involves a total of $500.00 given
to 5 individual Clubs, each receiving $100.00. Full details are
available from the NZOF Secretary.
N.Z.O.F. SELECTORS
With the selection of this year's Challenge team the current
selectors term of office is now complete.
Nominations are therefore sought for the panel of selectors for
1987. Early appointment is necessary to enable Trial dates and
suitable venues to be arranged. Appointments to the 4 selector
positions will be made at the October Council meeting.
Nominations to be with the NZOF Secretary by 10 September,1986.
TEAM MANAGER 1987 CHALLENGE TEAM
The 1987 Challenge against Australia will of course be held in
New Zealand with the Relays on 6 September organised by Red Kiwis
and the Individual event on 13 September organised by Hamilton
Club.
The appointment of Manager for the New Zealand team will be made
at the October Council meeting. Nominations to be with the NZOF
Secretary by 10 September,1986.
IOF 25 REPORT
An order for 200 copies of this report has been placed with the
IOF and they should be to hand shortly. Final cost should end
up being about $1.40 per copy but this will depend on what happens
to the exchange rate between now and when we pay for them. Thanks
to all Clubs who placed an order, for those who didnt, some extras
will be avilable so it is not yet too late to get some.
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NZOF News
2.
CONTROL DESCRIPTIONS AND START DRAW
As a result of some criticsm which arose at a recent multi-day
event it has been recommended by the Technical convenor that
Clubs, when organising badge events, ensure compliance with
Rules 10.1 and 23.3 of the NZOF Event Rules.
Rule 10.1 deals with fairness of the start draw whilst 23.3
states that "with pre-marked maps a copy of the control descriptions shall be attached to the competitor's map.
Would all Clubs please make sure that they are aware of the
requirements of both these rules when preparing for future
Badge events.
N.Z.O.F. COUNCIL MEETING
This meeting will be held in Auckland on Sunday 26 October.
Although the venue is yet to be finalised it is hoped to be in the
Hall, Forestry Headquarters, Woodhill Forest. Confirmation of
this venue will be given at a later date.
DIAPOSITIVE COSTS
I am not suye whether all Clubs are aware or not but the Lands and
Survey have put a $100.00 royalty charge on all diapositives
produced. This has the effect of increasing the cost of each dia¬
positive to $118.00. Representations have been made to the Lands
and Survey Department but their response is along the lines that
even at this increased price we should still consider that we are
getting good value.
I am of course not in agreement with this and will endeavour to
take the matter further. It appears that apart from the Lands and
Survey themselves we are the only other organisation who make
use of diapositives. This means that they can hardly expect to use
income derived from Orienteering to make any real impact on their
own costs.
In the meantime Clubs will have to pay the new charge. Please
note also that our previous agreement with the Lands and Survey
regarding the waiving of royalty charges etc. has been cancelled
by them. Requests for diapositives from N.Z. Aerial Mapping must
have permission from Lands and Survey if photogrammetry is to be
carried out by an outside organisation.

Colin Tait.
Secretary.
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A

R E F L E C T I O N

ON

E U R O P E

In a period of 33 days we undertook to run 23 O'races averaging 7km
for me and 5.5km for Tricia. We knew however that our stamina and speed
build-up was inadequate after knee injuries to both of us in March, the
hassle of unexpected mapping, organisation for the 7-day event and the
daily chores all took their toll, so the 7-day event became our first
concentrated training period. Knee troubles again necessitated
another
week off for me, but our fitness was reasonable however, as we ran a
10km road race in California, Tricia doing 41.01, with 40.13 for me.
After experiencing the trauma of jetlag and little sleep in Britain,
we settled down to a good period of relaxing training with Dieter Wolf
in Switzerland, and a couple of events too, which we handled well, despite the high altitude. By the time we got to Bulgaria for their 5-day
event we were feeling quite sharp. Orienteering in this country is
about the same strength as Australia, and the terrain is fast gullyspur. I handled the H40A 5.5km courses well, being 3rd on day 1 and 4th
overall, but Tricia was finding the 8km D21E courses too long and was
quite tired at the end, finishing up 8th, her best day being 4th.
Prolonged stomach upsets then weakened us somewhat, and after two
leadup races we entered the three main Scandinavian events, entailing 15
races in 19 days, not as well-prepared as we would have liked.
In the Norway 6-day, Tricia found her 3.1km D40 courses much more to
her liking, winning two days and coming 2nd overall. However I found a
great difference in orinenteering strength between Scandinavian men and
the rest of the world - my best placing in the H40A 5.4km courses was
42nd out of 108. Having a mental blank one day and mistakes from going
for fast times on the other days finished me up in 71st; Terje Moen
finished 67th. To emphasise the Norwegian strength, Rob Garden and
Kevin Ireland, our leading H21E men, came 50th and 65th in a field of
100 in the H21A class. Kevin, like us, suffered from the long daylight
hours having only 4-5 hours sleep per night, but Rob was oblivious to
anything and could sleep late into the morning.
In the World Veteran's Cup and the 5-day O'Ringen my best days were
the first couple after a days rest, but by the last two days of O'Ringen
the 8km H40A courses were getting pretty long and the lack of a good
stamina buildup really told.
In the Vet Cup Rob finished 38th in H35A,
Terje (78 min) 39th and me (84 min) 49th in H40B and Tricia 30th in
D40A. In the qualifying races my best placing was 28th and Tricia's
6th. In O'Ringen my best placing was 45th out of 118, finishing 64th
overall, and Tricia came to form by placing a close 4th overall in D40A.
In hindsight the longer Bulgarian courses prepared Tricia well for
the shorter courses later on. We found the Scandinavian terrain
difficult to run quickly over, being rocky and marshy, both with kneehigh brush, and you soon learned to avoid the rough-open areas. Tricia
did not get below 10 min/km and I did only twice during the 15 races
there - one soon learned to take the track option. Except for one day in
Norway, the mapping was of a high standard and the courses well set.
The highlight of the whole trip was undoubtably the Swedish 5-day
O'Ringen with it's 19,000 competitors; an event all orienteers should
endeavour to compete in sometime during their lifetime, and by staying
at the O'Ringen Clinic we made many good and lasting friendships with
people the world over.
Wayne Aspin
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THE BIG MOAN DEPARTMENT
You will have seen from the N.Z.O.F. News on the previous pages that
nominations have been called for the positions of Selectors (4 required)
and Team Manager for the 1987 Challenge.
You will also, no doubt, have noticed that this information was sent
to clubs on 25 August and nominations were to be with the NZOF Secretary
by 10 September.
Club members deserve the right to know what is going on in the sport
and should be able to stand for selection for positions such as those
above. This issue of "The Auckland Orienteer" is the first chance I have
had to publish the N.Z.O.F. News, and so the information is too late.
Far more notice should be given to clubs on matters that require a
reply to the NZOF Secretary, so there is time to inform members and get
their response before the deadline date.
From what I have heard there are a lot of orienteers (including me)
who are not satisfied with the current Selectors, so I only hope that
this late notice will not preclude others being elected in their place.
Keith Stone

THE

(LORD

HIGH)

O R I E N T E E R S

SONG

O-VERSE TO THE TUNE OF THE LORD CHANCELLOR'S NIGHTMARE SONG
FROM GILBERT & SULLIVAN'S "IOLANTHE":
"When you're lying awake, uith a dismal
headache...."
By Hilary Beck

When you have a good run,
and a race is good fun,
and controls
are
just where you expect them to
be...
W i t h a thicket,
west
end, and a boundary bend, and perhaps an
arboreal
oddity,
When a map makes good sense, and---Ah,
yes,
there's
the fence,
so
there's certainly
no need for
swearing...
But the next one,
I guess, would be easy to miss,
so I'd
better
attack on a bearing,
The bearing's now taken,
but the hand might have shaken---a
timew a s t i n g error you're
gearing...
But there,
dead ahead,
is a quick flash of red,
and you
safely
arrive in the
clearing.
Shall I go through the fight? W e l l , an idiot might---as
the brambles
could hardly be
thicker,
So I'll make a detour, which is rather a bore,
but w i l l surely
be
very much quicker,
Then a loop of a root catches hold of your boot,
and you go for a
slide in the mud,
And you land on your rump on a silver birch stump, w i t h a
sickening,
spine-jarring
thud.
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So you manage to stand and you're covered
with sand, and
there's
bruises and scratches
all over you,
And you look at yourself
in your poor mental health,
and you say
"What a stupid,
great oaf are you",
So you set off again, on the bumpy terrain,
taking care not to trip
over
slashings,
But an overgrown larch reaches down w i t h a branch and delivers
your
head a good
bashing.
After five minutes jog,
you are deep in a bog, which you
didn't
expect to be
meeting,
So your map gets
a look,
but it's covered w i t h muck, and your
mapcase is gradually
leaking,
So you wipe it away, and you wonder why they have provided you such
a bad case,
And the curses pour forth as your idea of north was 100 degrees out
of
place,
But your three hours aren't
spent,
so you re-orient,
there's
a
couple of pits over
there,
And you run to the spot through some horrible
grot,
but the
terrain
is totally
bare.
So

you're stuck in the wood and surrounded by crud,
and the greenbriars'
thick as a
jungle,
And you're racking your brain,
not just once but again,
as you try
to sort out your great
bungle,
So you try running up, but you quickly get stuck in a thicket
of
10-year old
spruces,
Then it gets even worse,
so you shout and you curse,
you blaspheme
all the gods and the
deuces,
When at last you get through,
having cursed the air blue,
you are
right at the edge of a path,
And just beside you are some people
you knew, who are having
a
really good laugh,
But you can't relocate,
you just can't concentrate,
'cause
they're
laughing their heads off their
shoulders,
So you set off once more over mountain and moor, and you've
guessed
it, you trip on some
boulders,
But the map isn't right,
this patch shouldn't
be
fight,
This path shouldn't
twist,
This hill can't
exist,
This pond doesn't
belong,
It's all totally
wrong!
So you're grovelling
around on a wet patch of ground,
and
you're
seriously
doubting your
sanity,
And you're firmly avowed, it should not be allowed, it's against
all
the laws of
humanity,
For you're feeling
the strain
in your lungs and your brain,
in your
feet,
in your guts and your
heart,
Now you've blown it again
and it's
starting
to rain,
and
your
O-shoes are falling
apart,
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Your

legs
are both
bleeding w h e r e ticks have been feeding,
and
brambles have taken their
toll.
But you really don't care, because just over there, you think
you
can see a c o n t r o l ! ! !
But it isn't
a flag,
it's
an old plastic
bag, that's
been hung for a
joke at your
cost,
And the trees are all leering,
and jeering,
and sneering,
and you
realise
you're totally
lost!
So it's back to square one, find a road, run along,
but then down a
steep cutting
you
slither,
But you're losing control,
you go into a roll,
and you land headlong
in a cold r i v e r .

Now the river
is strong,
and it takes you along,
from a bridge
there's
a cheeky young
voice,
Says "On looking at you,
you are not a canoe! So your route
is a
strange freaky
choice!"
So you drag yourself
out and you're just about to give the young lad
a good
ducking,
You remember your compass and start
up a rumpus of frantic
activity
looking,
"Oh you silly,
old fool,
it's
down there in that pool," says
that
cheeky young pest of an
urchin,
So you're
down in the reeds on your hands and your knees,
wasting
more time in fruitlessly
searching,
You get out of the mire and decide to retire
as your map is about to
disintegrate,
And you hobble and crawl from the final control and arrive
in
one
hell-of-a-state!
Your O-suit is torn, the first
time it's
been w o r n ,
Your back is in pain, your left ankle is
sprained,
Your thighs are now numb, you've got cramps in your bum,
You've battered
your
shin,
You're soaked to the
skin,
Your face is all blood, and
You're covered in mud,
You complain
till
you're
hoarse,
about brambles and gorse,
the
inaccurate
map, and the terrible
course,
and the brambles and slashings
and
nettles,
and the brambles and slashings
and
nettles,
and the brambles and slashings
and
nettles,
You hand your card in,
You're finally
done,
Your time has been long,
Ditto,
ditto
this
song,
And, God dammit, they've
run out of orange
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squash!!

WELLINGTON CHAMPIONSHIPS 1986
WAITARERE NORTH : SUNDAY 16 NOV 1986
The Wellington Club has pleasure i n i n v i t i n g
Championships,

preceded

you

to

by WOA Relay Championships,

enter

the

LISMORE,

1986 WOA
Saturday 15

November 1986.
MAP:

As used only for 1985 National Championships.

SCALE:
TERRAIN:

1:10.000 contour interval 4 metres.
Mainly open mature forest situated on detailed sand
dunes. Flat to r o l l i n g .

SETTER:
Janet Dobbie
EVENT ORGANISER: Keith Dobbie.

VETTER:

Kate Fortune.

GRADES AVAILABLE with approx Length (km)
1: M21A
13.8
2:
M35A,
M19
3: W21A, M40A, W19
8.5
4: W35A, M45A, M17
5: M21B
7.2
6: M50, M55, W40A, W17
7: M35B, W35B, W21B
4.0
8: W45A,
M40B,
M45B
9:
M15,
W15
4.8
10: M13, W13, W50, W40B, W45B

9.5
6.0
4.7
3.9
3.0

11: M12, W12
2.5
Wayfarers course available.
If insufficient entries are received for any age class, the organisers
reserve the right to combine that class with another of similar d i f f i c u l t y .
ENTRY FEES: $6.00 per individual entry, family maximum $15.00.
Includes programme with start times and further details sent to a l l entrants
at least a week before the event, and posted results afterwards.
PRESENTATION of trophies and c e r t i f i c a t e s at 2:30 pm.
CLOSING DATE FOR ENTRIES: WEDNESDAY 29 OCTOBER 1986.
Late entries w i l l be accepted at the organiser's discretion

if

accompanied

by a late fee of $6.00 per person.
PAYMENT Cheques payable to Wellington Orienteering Club. Send to
Ken Glew
12 Bloomsbury Grove
Wellington 4
T SHIRTS & SWEATSHIRTS can be ordered with the Wellington Orienteering Club
logo in dark brown and red (design on t h i s form). Tshirts cream only,
sweatshirts in fawn, grey, white, sky blue, royal blue, bottle green.
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WELLINGTON
LISMORE

RELAY

CHAMPIONSHIPS

FOREST

—

WANGANUI

ORGANISERS :

Red Kiwis Orienteering Club

VENUE :

Lismore

DATE :

Saturday 15 November 1986

MAP DETAILS :

Map used before, for the 1984 WOA Champs
1:15000 Scale, 6m Contour Interval

TERRAIN :

Steep eroded hills with deep valleys
and generally open forest

GRADES :

All grades are mixed Open A grade
Open B grade
40 and over
15 to 18
14 and under
Mixed A (A grade difficulty)
(No more than one M21A runner)
Mixed B (B grade difficulty)
(No M21A, W21A, M19A or M35A)

ENTRY FEES :

$12.00 per team
Individuals may enter at $4.00 each and the
organisers will attempt to make up suitable teams

ENTRIES CLOSE :

18 October 1986
Late entries accepted at double entry fee

LOCATION :

Somewhere north of Wanganui

NOTE

TO

All

EVENT

ORGANISERS

As I see it, one of the main reasons for publishing this magazine is
to inform orienteers of forthcoming events. This provides a service, not
only to Auckland club members, but also to the club organising the event
(if one assumes that the organisers want more entrants).
The trouble I have sometimes, trying to get information on events,
leads me to believe that some organisers don't want Aucklanders to know
their event is on, let alone enter it.
The above event is a good example, but not the only one!
The pamphlet put out by the Wellington Club on the Wellington
Individual Champs included the words "preceded by WOA Relay Championships, Lismore, Saturday 15 November 1986". Now, (I thought to myself)
some Aucklanders may well wish to compete in the Wellington Champs, and
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therefore it is likely for them to wish to combine the two events in the
one trip, so I better find out some details.
First check previous Wellington magazine; last one I've got is March
issue, no details there. Then check all other club's newsletters and
magazines in case you've missed it; no luck. Give up and type "Coming
Events" page for October magazine and put in request for anyone having
details to let me know.
Then Paul Dalton (AOA Secretary) sends me some AOA correspondence
that might be of interest - what have we here - NZOF News, that's good,
but I don't expect to find event details there; WOA magazine for September, a quick search reveals no info; a newsletter from Hamilton, ah, details on their "Long-O" at last; magazines from Rotorua and Hawkes Bay,
and there on page 21 of Compass Points (Hawkes Bay mag) August issue
were the details I needed.
My address appears in the front of this magazine - need I say more?

LONG

"O"

ORGANISERS

:

EVENT
Hamilton Orienteering Club

VENUE :

Pukekura

DATE :

Sunday 2 November 1986

MAP DETAILS

TERRAIN

:

:

Map used for day-4 of New Zealand 7-day event
1:15000 Scale, 5m Contour Interval
Steep farmland with areas of bush
which is mostly runnable

COURSE PLANNER :

Bill Teahan

COURSES :

Course 1 - 13km long, 1.5km climb,
very technical control sites
Course 2 - 8km long, less climb,
not-so-technical controls
Course 3 - 6km long, similar to course 2
Course 4 - 4km long, similar to course 2
Course 5 - Novice course
Estimated winning time on course 1 is 21/2hours

START TIMES :

Courses 1 & 2 : 10.00 - 11.00am
Courses 3 - 5 : 10.00am - 1.00pm

ENTRIES :

Enter on the day

LOCATION :

Just south of Cambridge.
Signposted from SH1 south of Cambridge (I hope)
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COLOUR BLINDNESS AND
ORIENTEERING
Nick Lightfoot (SHUOC & WCH)
As many as 1 in 7 males suffer from
colour blindness, a condition which imposes some restrictions on choice of
career, and causes occasional embarrassment, but is generally a minor handicap.
Most sporting activities can be undertaken
without difficulty or disadvantage — you
can, for instance, always ask your opponent to point out the brown ball in snooker.
Orienteering, however, places the colourblind competitor at a disadvantage, due,
largely to an unfortunate choice of colour in
the sport's early days.
The most common form of colour blindness can best be described as red deficiency. Although red can be identified itself,
it doesn't stand out as brightly as the other
primary colours. Colours in which red
forms a varying constituent can often
cause confusion. For instance blues and
purples or browns and greens are not
readily distinguished in all cases. In orienteering it is the use of red as a supposedly
bright colour which causes the majority of
problems with other difficulties occurring
Thesimulatedeffect when a glass lens is
when distinguishing between yellows,
shattered.
greens and browns on a map.
The red and white orienteering banners
which often stand out like beacons in
British orienteering, rarely stand out, and
can often be almost invisible to colourblind
orienteers. The red tends to blend in with
forest or moorland backgrounds and the
Alerted by the cricketing incident in
white is frequently confused with other
which the Australian Prime Minister, Bob
competitors maps, bits of rubbish, or
Hawkes spectacles were shattered as he
patches of snow. The introduction of
was hit in the face by the ball, opticians are
orange (PMS165) as the recommended
highlighting more than ever the safety
hazards confronting spectacle-wearers colour actually seems to worsen the disadvantage by improving the visibility for norduring sport.
mal sighted competitors whilst making
Standard optical glass lenses, when
controls even harder to see for colourblind
shattered, yield dangerous sharp fragments which can cause cuts. Toughened or orienteers. Having located the banner it
may still take some time to work out where
laminated glass resists impact, and if
the planner has decided to hang the
broken, the fragments are relatively blunt
Optical plastic is another solution and is 'almost invisible' red punches with losses
of both time and concentration for the
many times more break-resistant than
unfortunate competitor.
glass, as well as being roughly half the
The use of red or orange tapes to mark
weight, but in some high risk situations
routes or dangerous features is a waste of
even optica! plastic lenses can break.
The toughest lens material available is time for colourblind orienteers and could
have serious consequences. It only needs
polycarbonate — claimed to be unbreakone person to stray into a sensitive out of
able. As light as plastic, it is used extenbounds area to lose a forest to orienteering
sively in industrial eye-protectors and is
but this is nothing compared to the loss of a
now available in a good range of prescripcompetitor over the edge of a dangerous
tions making it a more popular choice for
crag.
ordinary spectacles.
Improvements have been made already
For more Information about safety lenses
with O-maps which use the I.O.F. specifiand frames seek the advice of a qualified
cations. The 'bluey' green is a vast imregistered optician.
provement although problems still occur
ANTI-MISTER
where light screens are used to depict
Glasses steaming up is another peren'rough open' and 'slow run'. A brighter
nial problem facing many orienteers. If
yellow might be less tasteful but would
you're unlucky enough to have this difficulty make the map readable.
you may be interested in a product recently
Colourblind orienteers often seem to
on the market that has had good reviews,
develop
techniques to overcome the pronot only for spectacles but for car windblems but these are inevitably more time
screens as well. Called Crystal Blue, it is
available by post,£2.25for a 60ml tube from consuming than the coarse' techniques
available to the majority and any orienteer
Leysohn Trading, 60 Armitage Road, Loncan Imagine the frustration of arriving at
don N11 8RS.
the correct feature only to run past

More on Eyes

AVOIDING A
SHATTERING
EXPERIENCE
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because you could not see the control
marker. As an introductory ploy for
youngsters, courses are usually fairly easy
with controls hung high and supposedly
easily seen. The colourblind child who
takes half an hour longer than his friends
because he couldn't find the controls is
obviously going to think this is not the sport
for him. At the other end of the scale an elite
orienteer might invest hundreds of hours
of training for one race only to lose valuable
minutes or seconds through no fault of
his own.
Fortunately solutions for all the problems can be readily found. Research carried out in Sweden suggests that the use of
blue and yellow, in place of red and white,
eliminates the disadvantage to colourblind
orienteers. Changes in recommended
colours for markers, punches and tapes,
and minor revisions to map specifications
could be made if sufficient public support
can be found. As with all minority problems the democratic processes require
the understanding and sympathy of the
fortunate majority before progress can be
made. It is up to individuals, clubs and
regions to speak up so that B.O.F. can put
pressure on the I.O.F. to take the
necessary action.

B.O.F. ACTS
BLUE-AND-YELLOW
CONTROL BANNERS
MAY BE INTRODUCED
Publication of this article is particularly
timely as B.O.F.'s Competition Committee
is actively considering the issue of colour
blindness at the moment. The Committee
has already came down on the side of blue
punches and asked manufacturers to look
into the production of these rather than red
ones. They are further seeking the views of
the membership-at-large on the use of blue
and yellow control banners. Compass Sport would welcome any views either
way and would be specially interested in
any field demonstrations of blue and
yellow banners.
Competitions Committee is investigating
what steps are being taken in other countries — for example, the IOF is also looking
into the matter so if any change does take
place it may take place on a co-ordinated
international basis.
However this issue is by no means new.
Some years ago, at the IOF's behest, control banners were introduced that, though
red and white, had a vertical blue stripe
about two inches wide on each face. This
was said to be a solution to the colourblindness problem at the time but enjoyed
only a short lived vogue. What happened to
them and why? Perhaps someone in the
know couldtellall.

SUUNTO
STAR
The SUUNTO STAR is a completely new compass that makes
orienteering simple and faster. It
fits snugly on the thumb, and by
keeping the map and compass in
the same hand both can be seen at
the same time.

$28.50 ea
LESS 10% DISCOUNT TO MEMBERS
(Mail Order send $26.95, covers Postage)

Available from
SURPLUS DISTRIBUTORS LTD.
Cnr Hobson/Cook Sts
AUCKLAND

P.O. Box 39-141

Ph:732-675

ORIENTEERING - BUSINESS - PLEASURE
For all your accommodation requirements
Call
THE ACCOMMODATION EXPERTS

INSTANT FREELINE
We can book you a hotel almost anywhere
in the world AND at no cost to you
Telephone

AUCKLAND AREA:

OTHER AREAS:

Domestic Reservations
794-660
international Reservations
394-549

Domestic Reservations
(09) 794-662 (Freephone)
International Reservations
(09) 394-551 (Freephone)

Or write for more information to
Instant Freeline, PO Box 39-102
Auckland, New Zealand
We are also planning to enter into the
Budget Accommodation market in the near
future which will assist all Orienteers
Watch this space for developments
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